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Politically Correct!
@NeelamMoo

Since 2014 he misused the central machinery to threaten and bully

@AIADMKOfficial after breaking them into two. It's almost 6 years and he has not

delivered what he had promised to the centre.

@RatanSharda55

@DrMohanBhagwat

@
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He is still experimenting. He tried to bring in Ganga jal; @rajinikanth but Rajini figured out he is highly venomous and

escaped.
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Failures after failure, yet there are people at the centre who believe him to deliver the goods. It makes me wonder, what kind

of Idiots who could buy his stories.
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Failing yet again after @rajinikanth walked out, he threatened @AIADMKOfficial by telling them that @BJP4India wouldn't

mind joining with Sasikala, whom he addressed as sewage water.
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Which saw @EPSTamilNadu run to Delhi & succumb to BJP demands, knowing for sure that anyone joining with

@BJP4TamilNadu will give victory to @arivalayam in a platter!
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Today Sasikala in ICU fighting covid. Karma smiling at him for all his misdeeds & will settle it's score if anything untowards

happens, by making arivalayam sweep like 2019.
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TN will remain unbreached by @BJP4India forever, because of the aroggance of this man, who has created a dictatorial &

fascist image of @narendramodi to the people of TN!
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The man who thinks he is the ultimate king-maker and an avtar of Cho Ramaswamy, is nothing but a contender for best

comic title with Yogi Babu.
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